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 Post-trade Transformation: Was 2020 ‘Job 

done’ or just another year of only just getting 
away with it? What do CXOs need to do in 2021 
to challenge complacency and drive effective 
digital transformation?

As capital markets post-trade groups faced huge transaction volumes just as lockdowns 

forced staff to work from home, you might have seen headlines proclaiming how well the 

processes handled these challenges. The reality was different however, with the same 

old issues creating massive stress for all involved. Claims of ‘digital transformation’ really 

translated into use of Zoom to interact, rather than any real improvement in underlying 

processes. As organisations reflect on performance in 2020, what should CXO’s be thinking 

about 2021 and how to make tangible progress?

The pandemic made the existing weaknesses in post-trade processing even more visible. 

Groups muddled through it, but this was not a one-off, even if repeats are only to be 

regulator’s scenario-driven resilience tests. Brave leaders will challenge the complacency 

and address the age-old problems of legacy platforms, inconsistent data and high cost, 

but also must find a solution to a new issue – how remote working has impacted informal 

human interaction which helped to compensate for these old issues.

CXOs need to find ways to move forward, and strong leadership skills will be needed to  

sell a vision. Organisationally, post trade groups need to move closer to their IT groups 

and blur the boundaries. Process owners need to own their IT, and IT need to see how to 

add value. Both groups need to be funded to drive innovation. The perspective of post-trade 

needs to be shifted to one of value enablement. Overall, post trade needs to move  
from digital adoption, to digital transformation.
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Sustained high volumes stressed post-trade processes

As the impact of the pandemic rippled through the globe, the volatility created a sustained peak of activity throughout the market.  

What made this different from a normal market spike – such as an index re-balance or a triple-witch style option expiry – was the 

length of time for which the peaks were sustained. Systems and processes in capital markets typically rely on backfilling capacity to 

deal with these types of events (‘We’ll catch up over the weekend’), assuming that as long as throughput is maintained, post-trade 

‘clean-up’ is completed once volumes return to normal. The trending outlined below however highlights the challenge that this new 

environment created – where the sustained volume increases prevented the industry from playing catch up, as the high levels of 

market activity persisted over a period of several months.

Global Cash Equity Trading Volumes (source: World Federation of Exchanges)

 

Global Exchange Traded Volumes (source: World Federation of Exchanges)
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As fall-out from these sustained peaks started to manifest itself in increasingly larger numbers of exceptions, regulators  

responded out of concern about the ability of the post-trade environment to maintain stability. Delays to planned post trade 

regulation – such as the proposed fails regime under CSDR in Europe and the scheduled phase-in of the global uncleared margin 

rules (UMR) – enabled focus and resources to be diverted to maintaining stability. Further focus was provided by direct intervention  

of regulators – in the US as an example – due to concern at the amount of stress that had built up in the system, which required  

them to bring market participants together to reduce fails volumes.

“More than 270 of Wall Street’s key trading staff were summoned for emergency weekend duty 
to clear a massive backlog of failed trades in March and April, highlighting the stress that built 
up in the financial system when the coronavirus crisis tore into markets.1”  

Financial Times

The markets eventually stabilised, with the post trade environment normalising as backlogs were cleared and the stress in the  

system reduced. However, this created a wake-up call around the industry to the types of risks that are inherent in the system,  

where a market wide trend of lack of strategic investment has driven organisations to adopt tactical solutions to cost cutting and 

compliance objectives. The reality is that by focussing on these tactical approaches – think offshoring, point solutions, delayering  

of management – they had not addressed the underlying challenges created by under-investment in systems and processes. The  

fall out from the activity volumes driven by the pandemic clearly highlighted these.

As organisations reflect on their experiences during 2020, it is important that the lessons learned from the pandemic are not  

lost and are integrated into strategic planning going forward. Those that view this experience as a blip will find themselves at a 

material disadvantage to those who take a proactive approach to absorbing lessons learned.

This is not a one-off, even if it’s a regulatory-driven scenario test in future

Resilience, Resilience, Resilience…

The pandemic challenged the operational risk framework for the entire capital markets industry, where the scenario that unfolded 

around a global lockdown (and the volatility this created) had not been foreseen. Whilst anecdotally the post trade plumbing 

and processes across the industry remained resilient, the reality was that most organisations operated under severe stress for a 

sustained period of time. And the crisis management approaches adopted to deal with volatile markets – in terms of both volume  

and risk management – highlighted how firms had to make prioritisation decisions around what to focus on and what to ignore.

Resilience had already become a focal point for supervisory bodies – such as the PRA and BCBS – but this has now increased in 

criticality as lessons learned from the pandemic have been incorporated into operating principles. The BCBS consultation paper  

titled ‘Principles for Operational Resilience’2 which was issued in August 2020 highlights certain key themes that will challenge 

traditional post trade operating models in the future.

1 ‘Market ‘distress’ over virus sparked emergency Wall St measures’ Financial Times, 26th of May 2020  
2 Principles For Operational Resilience BCBS, August 2020

https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d509.pdf
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– Risk & Controls. 

‘The respective functions should regularly assess the effectiveness of the implemented controls and procedures’

Inadequate data and poor management information requires a high degree of manual intervention, institutionalised  

knowledge, and market expertise to effectively discharge oversight responsibilities. The pandemic challenged these  

models, which didn’t scale in a remote environment and created heavy reliance on key individuals to mitigate risks.  

Maturity of the control environment and the data and management information that underpins it will need to be a  

key area of management attention.

– Business Continuity

‘Business continuity plans should develop, implement and maintain a regular business continuity exercise encompassing  

critical operations and their interconnections and interdependencies, including those through relationships with, but not  

limited to, third parties and intra-group entities.’

The reality of a scenario where lockdown limited availability of third-party suppliers or intra-group entities to provide services  

has forced organisations to reflect on the level of dependency they have on both numbers and location of people supporting  

their post trade process. A ‘return to region’ strategy where critical processes were absorbed onshore proved unsustainable  

in practice, meaning that both levels of automation and concentration risk of service provision will require a rethink.

– Third Party Dependency Management

Banks should manage their dependencies on relationships, including those of, but not limited to, third parties or intra-group  

entities, for the delivery of critical operations.

Supply chain management has not been a traditional core competence for post trade leaders, but will now become an important 

part of management responsibilities. Resilience of suppliers – distribution of workforce, size of balance sheet, locational footprint – 

will also become a key differentiator over time. Leaders will need to consider the possibility that a third-party supplier may actually 

provide better resilience than an intra-group provider – certainly where the third party can demonstrate scalable capacity to cope 

with stressed market conditions. 

– Stress Testing

Banks should have business continuity plans in place and conduct business continuity exercises under a range of  

severe but plausible scenarios in order to test their ability to deliver critical operations through disruption.

Understanding the implications of sustained market volatility on post trade processes – think fails and margin calls – had  

traditionally been out of scope for business continuity exercises. These have typically focussed on the logistics angle and  

assumed steady state (or perhaps short-term spikes) in activity to inform the exercise. These tests will need to become more 

sophisticated over time, modelling stress testing-style scenarios traditionally adopted by risk management departments to 

understand the impact to the post trade process. For example, for a given level of stress how does this impact an  

organisation’s ability to make margin calls? Or how many of these failed based on historic settlement performance?

Integrating these themes into the strategic planning cycle will be high on the agenda for organisations going into 2021,  

as regulatory supervisors look to see how the industry responds.
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3 Solving for Post Trade Data Enabling, Not Disabling Innovation within Capital Markets. Ascendant Strategy, June 2020. 
4 The Future of Post Trade Bank of England, June 2020  

Still a problem: data

Data has long been held out as a significant cause of inefficiency (and ultimately cost) within capital markets. Lack of ‘golden  

sources’ requires reconciliation and data integrity checks between systems, mapping tables to enable applications to connect to  

each other and often data ends up being hard-coded locally in a system to enable a specific process to be run. Further complexity  

has been added to this problem by internal silos attempting to avoid the enterprise-wide mess by adopting standalone data 

architectures to enable specific business goals. And all of this intricacy is only internal – the problem grows exponentially when 

considering how organisations reconcile externally and agree this data bilaterally between themselves3.

External initiatives – such as messaging standards or common data models – provide a framework to aspire to but the  

fundamental challenge is actually internal to the organisation. The ‘Post Trade Task Force’ – an industry working group launched by 

the Bank of England – highlighted the challenge associated by ‘lack of accurate, non-economic trade data’ within its inaugural report4. 

A focus area for this group will be to bring greater adoption of standards to the post trade environment to improve efficiency and 

ultimately reduce cost. Whilst a positive move however, these types of initiatives will only go so far to solve the problem. The unique, 

‘legacy’ of each banks internal system architecture has created a highly complex set of post trade data sets with little commonality or 

consistency between organisations. The result of this is that whilst the market strives to bring uniform processing standards to the 

post trade process, the reality is that adoption requires ‘bastardisation’ to enable ‘standardisation’ – meaning internal data sources 

are mapped or translated on the way out of the organisation and de-standardised on the way back in. Perhaps this does  

streamline part of the process, but it does not solve the underlying challenge.

All the time that these inconsistencies persist internally, adoption of Fintech innovation or deriving data driven insights  

becomes extremely challenging to achieve. Until organisations are able to effectively unlock the data that is trapped inside  

the ‘data jails’ that underpin their system architecture, they will be unable to reap the benefits that market standardisation  

can bring.

“As part of our re-engineering strategy, we assessed the work drivers for some of the client 
service teams. We found on average that 30% of time spent was on taking queries in from 
clients, 30% was on finding the data to support the resolution of those queries and 30% was 
spent responding back to the client to close out the query. The other 10% was on general 
management and oversight of  this process. This gave clear focus to the data challenge  
that we have to solve for.” 

Global Head of Settlements IT, Global Custodian

https://www.ascendant-strategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ASL_post_trade_data23062020.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/report/2020/the-future-of-post-trade-report.pdf?la=en&hash=825A6A6DCF9810BA7258FCB3B2FABEAD081DD42B
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5 CIB Outlook 2020, Eurogroup Consulting October 2020
6 Outlook 2020 – Unlock The Future Of Post Trade. Ascendant Strategy December 2019

Still a problem: cost

The pandemic created a stay of execution for the cost-focussed agendas for most of the capital markets industry. As crisis 

management kicked in, senior management attention was distracted from cost management to business survival. Record  

volumes and the associated revenues may initially have created a false sense of security as banks reported their quarterly earnings, 

but the harsh reality for many was that even during a period of sustained market volatility they struggled to cover their costs.

As highlighted by Eurogroup Consulting5 in the graphic below, even though earnings in the first quarter grew for some on the  

back of volatility, the cost income ratios continued to be stubbornly high for the majority. And despite the trend of revenue growth 

continuing through to the middle of the year – increasing to 35% y-o-y in the second quarter – this trend is clearly not a sustainable 

one as the world has normalised. This creates ongoing pressure on the cost base for CIB’s across the industry, who may have 

experienced a stay of execution but continue to be challenged around cost control. In our ‘Outlook 2020’6 paper, we discussed  

how the levers of traditional cost control had been exhausted by CXO’s and how they must rethink their approach to transform  

this cost base. As we consider how the world returns to normality, these challenges have not gone away and we expect these 

agendas to be re-visited as a priority through the annual budget cycle.

https://www.ascendant-strategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Ascendent_2020_outlook_Post_Trade_Transformation_v1.pdf
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The response to the cost challenge is also forcing organisations to think differently around responsibility for what will clearly  

be a major challenge across all industries, not just within capital markets. Despite bullish rhetoric around capitalising on the  

return to economic reality 2021, the fact remains that the high degrees of market uncertainty and likely economic downturn  

will keep cost management at the top of the leadership agenda.

Within their latest study of CXO’s7, McKinsey found cost management to be the top focus area from corporate leaders and the  

second most important priority for business unit leaders. This will further intensify focus on the post trade organisation for  

banks, where leaders within traditional cost centres will be challenged to deliver material performance improvements.

 

The fundamental challenges associated with the restructuring of the capital markets industry over the last decade persist in the  

most part, for the entire eco-system. Be these investment banks themselves, requiring cheaper and more efficient operating model, 

the buy-side as they respond to fee pressure to simplify business models and focus on core competence or service providers, such  

as custodians, who are challenged to enable these objectives whilst operating on highly complex, aged infrastructure with  

people-heavy operating models. As a consequence, cost management will continue to be high on the CXO agenda until material  

cost/income improvement can be sustained.

7 ‘The corporate center: Driving the next normal’. McKinsey January 2021
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Still a problem: the harsh reality of legacy systems and processes

2020 highlighted to many what they may have known, deep down, for some time but had neglected to address due to the  

inherent complexity of the problem. Namely that core processes lacked scale and automation in a stressed environment and  

that scarce resources (namely people) are not fungible when required to step in to support critical BAU processes. The reality  

of this became clear as organisations were unable to keep on top of core processes – such as margin calls or fails management –  

where key person dependencies became highlighted due to lack of capacity or loss of location capability (and in some cases both). 

The internal complexity made it challenging to add scale to even basic post trade processes, where the training timeline for  

new joiners to become useful can stretch beyond 3 months for many organisations. This is not a reflection on the challenge of  

the process – a margin call is conceptually simple to understand – but the reality of the internal process complexity associated  

with it. Knowing why trades have to be booked in a certain way, applying judgement or criteria to a particular counterparty or 

understanding who to contact to extract a status update is all typically art rather than science. 

Senior management became much more familiar with the details of why trades fail and why exceptions happen than they  

had done previously, when post trade processing had been assumed to be largely a black box (all be it an expensive one). 

‘Our CFO was extremely uncomfortable about our ability to make margin calls during  
March and April, as call volumes rose and capacity within this process was limited’. 

Global Head of Collateral Management, Global Investment Bank

Being able to standardise and streamline this process complexity will be a key consideration in making the future of post  

trade operating models sustainable. This was a key challenge going into 2020 in its own right, but now has a different  

complexion associated with it as other considerations such as operational resilience and a fully remote working model  

become increasingly important.

A new problem: permanent operating model disruption

What the pandemic proved was how quickly operating models could adjust, as the need to work remotely quickly became  

evident. What followed was rapid adoption of new toolsets to support this remote environment – the now-familiar Zoom or  

Teams – and the reality of this digital opportunity enabled vendors to push their products into this new environment. Solutions  

that enabled online collaboration for exception management or provided workflow in place of email become increasingly  

attractive, as organisations tried to maintain oversight and control.

But reactive responses to situations rarely provide sustainable or optimal solutions. Many organisations are still operating in 

something of a half-way house – part digital but mostly constrained by the traditional behaviours and ways of working that have 

historically shaped their operating model. Much of post-trade issue resolution is conducted by informal interaction – stopping by 

the desk to query a transaction, talking to middle office to check a booking – which is built on relationships that are hard to maintain 

remotely, and almost impossible to create online. Consider the organisation that has adopted agile ways of delivering change – daily 

stand ups and scrum processes that are heavily reliant upon people working in close proximity. This will require thought and redesign 

to redefine these team structures and ensure they can continue to deliver value. 

Consider also the value of brainstorming to work through a critical issue or problem, where groups congregate around a whiteboard 

or in an office to work through the issue? These practices will need to be re-thought and re-enabled for the remote operating model 

of the future to function effectively. 
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For many organisations that we have engaged with in the last 6 months, the reality is that they are still grappling with operating 

the old-world model within this new normal. This may be a reflection on a tumultuous year of rapid adjustment, but it will limit the 

ability of organisations to pursue transformative agendas all the while these limitations exist. Understanding how the future of the 

post trade environment – which is now widely accepted to be heavily reliant on remote working practices – evolves and ultimately 

transforms is going to be a critical consideration for senior leaders as they regroup on their 2021 agendas. They should be very  

clear that making progress towards a digital culture (which most have) is vastly different from achieving digital transformation  

(which most haven’t). There is a danger of complacency if senior management think the reverse is true.

What Action Can CXO’s Take In Response?

Leadership required to sweep aside complacency and sell a vision

The seminal writings of John Kotter8 have provided the go to play-book for transformational leadership for decades within  

both business management schools and the workplace. The conceptual simplicity of the 8-Step Model has made it easy to  

apply and also gives a clear foundation for successful organisational change. And it is here we see some key learning points  

for CXO’s to consider as they re-assess their 2021 objectives:

– Create a Sense of Urgency. Getting the organisation mobilised and energised for change, – and crisis management during  

the pandemic wasn’t it –what needs to change and why. This should be focussed on the learnings of 2020 and re-stating the 

criticality of what needs to transform.

– 75% of Management Must Support It. Failure happens when managers do not buy-in or prioritise the change, pursuing their  

own agendas or distracting focus from the end goal. This is particularly critical within a complex organisation spreading  

functional silos and boundaries, where lack of buy-in erodes the overall value of the transformation.

“We often identify great benefit cases to support transformation, but these just get whittled  
away by functions not buying in to the change or refusing to adopt the principles of 
transformation. ‘This won’t work for my clients’ or ‘We need to operate differently’ is a  
common challenge which typically leads to these types of initiatives ending in failure.” 

Corporate Transformation Lead, Global Investment Bank.

Buy-in and engagement of management is critical to the agenda and should never be assumed. Internal corporate stakeholders – 

such as risk or finance – must be aligned with the objectives of the transformation and actively support the outcome. Not pay lip 

service to what is viewed as someone else’s problem.

–  Communicate the Change Vision. Tone must be set from the top and the vision must be clear. This continues to be a challenge for 

many organisations, who assume the value of transformation is clear and understood – but do not articulate the why and the how. 

It is impossible to over-communicate a vision of change and this is a critical part of engagement into a transformation programme.

There is a lot of opportunity to develop a powerful transformative narrative for the need for change and the future this can create. 

2020 showed actually how quickly change can happen and challenged the culture of inertia – ‘that isn’t how we operate’ or ‘that won’t 

be possible here’ – that has persisted to stymie action in many organisations. Senior leaders should be capitalising on the feel-good 

factor of what was achieved in challenging circumstances to provide momentum to deliver transformation across the post  

trade environment.

8 Leading Change: Why Transformational Efforts Fail by John Kotter, HBR, 1995
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Post trade groups and their IT teams must get much closer

Post trade leaders have traditionally maintained an arms-length relationship with technology that supports their process. This  

is often by their own choice – ‘I don’t understand it’ – or internal structures – ‘IT make decisions on systems in this organisation’.  

But to transform the post trade environment, users and process owners have to become closer to decision making regarding  

the systems that support middle and back office operations. There are two key reasons for this need for change:

– process owners should be held accountable for the cost and efficiency of their process. They should be measured and  

monitored against performance benchmarks, which should be aligned ultimately to performance indicators for the  

organisation. Think cost per trade, cost per confirmation or cost per client. 

But to take accountability for this, they must have influence and ultimately decision making over the design of their operating  

model and the technology that underpins it. Too often they become cost justifiers, explaining the cost of the process rather  

than value enablers – outlining what could be possible should technology be able to enable it. Operating model thinking  

becomes constrained by the technology that surrounds it – not what could be possible.

– the role of IT must transform, from one of system ownership to one of value enablement. Many organisations are too  

constrained by their BAU responsibilities to truly understand the value available by adopting and integrating technology  

solutions into their post trade environments. Relying on innovation labs or digital officers will not enable this value to be  

unlocked, as it is the IT departments that understand the internal systems flows, how data models are constructed, how  

interfaces to the outside world are designed. This IT role is critical as it allows innovation to be deployed to the process  

owners, in pursuit of their objectives – not constraining them through the limitations created by legacy systems.

“I liked the concept that the Fintech outlined and could see how it could be impactful in  
our settlement flows by supporting the intra-day information flow with middle office and 
trading. However, to get IT to look at it meant I would have had to re-prioritise this over  
my mandatory change, which obviously I was unable to do.” 

Head of Settlements, Global Investment Bank

The traditional model of how innovation is deployed within the post trade environment must change, to enable process  

owners to own their destiny and for IT to become enablers not system owners. This does not mean wholesale change of  

management structures is required, but it must start with a change in mindset away from traditional operating practices.

On a recent engagement with a client who was transforming their middle office, we saw how impactful this change of approach  

could be. The process owner – middle office – and the system owner – IT, worked collaboratively to define a future state process  

and then a system architecture to enable it. This started with the target operating model (TOM) being redesigned by the middle  

office, to describe the transformation of process and the value associated with doing this. By observing this process and 

understanding how this transformation needed to take place, the system owner was able to appreciate the level of re-engineering 

required to deliver the benefit case (ultimately endorsing the engagement of third-party vendors) and explore the most cost 

effective and best fit solution to deliver this transformation. Through understanding the technology requirement to enable the 

TOM, the process owner was then able to engage proactively in the solution assessment process with the vendors. Providing clear 

accountability for the outcome – with middle office owning the benefit case delivered through the TOM – and clear accountability 

for enablement – IT delivery of the solution (irrespective of build vs buy decision making) – created a framework for constructive 

collaboration for both groups towards a shared goal.
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Transform the ‘Cost Centre’ Culture to One of ‘Value Enablement’

The need to remove the traditional conflict between cost centres and revenue generators has not been a by-product of the  

pandemic – it has long existed across capital markets and has been a barrier to front to back thinking. The historic approach  

to cost centre management has created frustration and conflict in equal measures – with revenue generating functions seeing  

merely a cost to be driven down and cost centres seeing a domain in need of protection. Both sides would argue the relative  

merits of their position, but neither could understand how value could be created through either approach.

To build on the progress made by the industry around digital adoption, business heads – such as COO’s – need to  

engage with post trade leaders – heads of middle or back office – to understand how to capitalise on unlocking post  

trade complexities. This engagement has to be based around innovation adoption and standardisation, not driven by  

traditional cost cutting narratives.

This should be focussed on shared, value enabling goals such as cost income improvement, fails reduction (CSDR provide a  

strong catalyst for this) or optimisation opportunities around, for example, collateral management. Revenue generating functions 

must understand the role of the post trade landscape in terms of value creation and how they can create value from it as opposed  

to seeing it as merely a cost. And post trade leaders must bring ideas generation and commercial thinking in support of this, not  

use it as a cost justification opportunity. By bringing these two competing forces together and changing the narrative around the 

business objectives, front to back initiatives can be formed and efforts focussed towards a common goal.

We note with interest the make-up of the ‘Post Trade Task Force’ as referred to previously, which gives an insight into how some  

of the larger market participants view the relative importance of this initiative. Many of the representatives are from front office  

rather than traditional corporate functions, which gives a good indication of how thinking is starting to change across the  

industry and the increasing importance of front to back thinking.

Blurring the Boundaries Between Operations & IT 

Some organisations have made well publicised moves towards integration of the Operations and IT functions under a single 

leadership construct. This is an important and progressive step, to align budgets for both platform and process under a single 

unit, creating synergies and greater alignment of roles. But to effectively blur the boundaries doesn’t always require full-scale 

organisational restructure, it can be achieved in a number of tactical ways that can support the same objective. Flexible sourcing of 

talent (secondments, rotations or short-term internal transfers), project orientated agendas (bring together cross-divisional teams to 

collaborate on projects) and targeted mobility programmes (which cross-pollinate post trade process and IT teams) are all essential 

ingredients to be included in this mix. HR also has a role to play here, by reducing the friction associated with crossing internal 

functional boundaries and mobilising key talent. 

One of the most common limiting factors for cross-organisational mobility is often reporting line – ‘who do I take direction from’ 

– or performance management – ‘who promotes/pays/rewards me’ – both of which act as blockers to enabling mobility. Senior 

management need to be encouraged and assessed on how they are supporting this type of pooling of skills, avoiding parochial  

talent protection behaviours that often sabotage good intent.

Some of the more impactful transformation outcomes we have observed across different institutions all had a common catalyst – 

leadership transferring from business process into IT or vice versa – which brought a different perspective to traditional  

management thinking. And also brought different skills to the management pool that complimented those already there.
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Fund post-trade innovation – help it ‘learn fast’, as ‘fail fast’ doesn’t work

The post trade environment within capital markets is a complex, highly regulated environment that plays a critical role in  

maintaining market stability. As such, adopting a ‘fail-fast’ or ‘disruptive’ approach to innovation and change will not sit well with  

those responsible for control and oversight. Nor would it be appreciated by regulators in the event of a critical process failure. 

Recognition that a bank isn’t (and can’t act like) a start-up has brought home the reality of the pace of change that it can support  

and has dampened enthusiasm in some quarters for adoption of innovation. But this does not need to be the case, as the  

post trade industry as a whole is not change averse – but it is risk averse.

A key challenge for post trade Fintechs is to be able to position their product within the annual budget cycle, where funding is  

typically provided against a prescriptive set of metrics supporting the benefit case. This in itself often creates a challenge, where  

the organisation needs to invest some initial time and effort to either deploy a proof of concept with the software or implement it  

on a pilot basis, to prove out the functionality. But the funding to support this activity is typically only allocated through the budget 

cycle – which requires sight of the benefit case to justify the spend. And so the circle of fintech frustration continues.

Most organisations have created entry points – digital officers or innovation sponsors – for Fintechs to access the organisation  

but they typically encounter a chasm around how they can be integrated or deployed. Usually unless there is a compelling and 

credible business case, they end up getting lost in the organisation and often commit scarce resources they can ill afford in the 

absence of any committed revenue.

“The pilot didn’t really go anywhere because we were seen as a ‘golden goose’ which would solve 
every problem. So in the end, the pilot failed because there wasn’t a decisive singular problem 
with a specific outcome, it was too broad. There needs to be a specific problem, a specific 
outcome, a decision maker and a budget for it, otherwise you’re just kicking the tyres,” 9 

Fintech CEO

Organisations are typically very focussed on budgeting to support their strategic planning, but they should look to carve out or ring 

fence tactical innovation budgets for post trade leaders to allocate as they see fit. This spend should be tracked but focus should 

be on using it to quickly validate the appropriateness of the solution to support a business objective. Success criteria for the budget 

should be measured by an organisation’s ability to ‘learn fast’ around the appropriateness of the solution and how that learning has 

been translated into action through either deployment or in some cases, being declined. Return on investment is gauged by the 

learning process, not the cost saving.

Build on digital adoption, and digitalise the operating model

The pandemic created a bridgehead of opportunity for digital agendas, as the industry rapidly enabled digital tooling to support  

daily post trade processes. This started with communication tools to enable BAU to function but started to expand into other 

workflow toolsets and messaging platforms, as onboarding processes become expedited and blockers to deployment were removed. 

There is still some way to go for the likes of Symphony to be deployed across middle and back office at the scale that they have 

enjoyed across the front office, but this momentum has started to build, and we expect it to rapidly increase over time. Additionally, 

‘eco-system’ partners who can leverage the Symphony infrastructure are also starting to see their visibility enhanced, as these 

integrations enable faster adoption by users vs onboarding them on a standalone basis.
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In addition, niche post trade providers such as Access Fintech and Taskize found themselves in high demand, as remote  

working and high volumes challenged the traditional approaches to exception management resolution (spreadsheets and  

emails). As the network effect ripples through the industry, we expect to see this trend continuing.

Most organisations made rapid strides in developing a digital culture in 2020 but it is critical that they realise that this is not a 

transformation in itself. Building on this momentum to drive forward the digital transformation of the operating models will be a key 

enabler of both resilience and efficiency objectives. But this will not happen if left to business process owners to solve in isolation – 

these efforts must be integrated into a wider operating model transformation that leverages the experiences of 2020 to provide a 

catalyst for change. With cloud adoption increasingly more widespread, remote working stimulating digitalisation and organisations 

energised by the pace of change that can take place, it is now essential organisations maintain momentum going forward.

Business objectives must be set top down to drive a collective response, as it was during the crisis when senior management 

recognised the criticality of the situation. For most, that criticality has not changed and in fact the relative importance will now  

be amplified by considerations around resilience and remote operating models.

Fix the data issue: federation not centralisation of data governance

The initial industry response to the BCBS 239-driven focus on data was to create centralised data governance structures, under a 

Chief Data Officer (CDO). This created focus on driving forward organisational data maturity, but did not address fully the underlying 

complexity of the data itself. Post trade data is extremely complex, given the enrichment that occurs across the trade lifecycle and the 

multiple sources of data that contribute to this process. To enable progress against both standardisation and digitalisation agendas, 

the underlying complexity within post trade data must be properly addressed. 

Whilst governance and maturity have improved as a response to BCBS 239, the centralised model adopted for this will not be 

successful in solving what is a different type of challenge. Breaking this down into bite-size pieces, where specific domain expertise 

can be brought to solving the challenge, will be key to making progress. Centralisation is still important for certain aspects – such 

as providing standards or investing in distribution architecture. But won’t provide the required focus to unpick the data complexity 

associated with the legacy of the business model – and enable adoption of market standardisation (such as FMI adoption and 

utilisation of commoditised, managed services) and delivery of digitalisation agendas (to support Fintech adoption).

Organisations must re-assess the complexities associated with post trade data, exploring devolved or federated strategies to enable 

transformation. This means taking a data steward or golden source ownership approach to subsets of data – perhaps market data, 

collateral management data or trade lifecycle data – and setting objectives that support tangible business outcomes. This could 

be providing clean, intraday records of settlement data (to support CSDR compliance or enable liquidity buffer optimisation for 

FX flows) or real time views of collateral exposures (to reduce the cost associated with data aggregation or support enhanced risk 

management). And linkage of benefits to the outcomes associated, to drive business focus.

“Technology is one part of the puzzle, but data ownership and governance within the  
organisation is fundamental to getting it right and to moving along the data maturity curve.  
There is also a mind shift that needs to take place within organisations, away from process 
ownership and towards data ownership” 

Middle Office Transformation Lead, Global Investment Bank
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All this requires expertise: delivery capability is a core strength, not a commodity

A consistent theme we observe across capital markets organisations is the differentiation that genuinely relevant delivery  

capability brings to transformation agendas. This starts with change governance but permeates down through all areas of the  

change management lifecycle, where execution is closely aligned with the culture of the organisation. Applying generic change 

management approaches to execution often ends in costly failure, where there is mismatch between expectation and  

actual capability.

The institutionalised nature of post trade infrastructure requires delivery teams to leverage internal skills and experiences to  

support successful execution. These can be seconded into project teams for short durations or take longer term leadership  

roles, but understanding how systems connect, the nuances of the business model and the working culture of the organisation  

is critical to success.

Senior leadership need to value this capability and invest to ensure it can be deployed in support of transformation – assuming 

functional leaders are doing this as part of the day job (that they can run and change their organisation concurrently) is unfortunately 

a common cause of failure that we see across organisations. Bringing together enterprise-wide transformation is complex in capital 

markets organisations, but not impossible if resourced and steered effectively. The single biggest differentiator in this regard is 

pragmatic leaders who recognise this fact – and not assume conceptual simplicity of a PowerPoint plan translates automatically  

into effective execution.

Closing Thoughts

CXO’s should reflect on the positives that they learned from their organisations during 2020 – with their ability to make it through the 

sustained levels of market stress being a key achievement. But they should also recognise that what made that sustainable through 

a period of crisis – predominantly sweat and tears – will not provide the strategic solution to the post trade challenges within their 

operating model. The transformation required to deliver this will require dedicated focus to deliver both efficiency and resilience 

within what will be an increasingly remote working environment. This will require insightful and, in some cases, courageous decision 

making, to see through traditional ROI-style investment appraisals to recognise the value that accrues by unlocking the complexity 

of their post trade environments. Regulations may in some cases force their hand, but those that will emerge from the pandemic 

stronger and leaner than their competitors will capitalise on the learnings of 2020 and be relentless in adopting innovation.

“The key thing is enlightened leadership, business leaders who have the confidence and the 
freedom to take financial risk on innovation. Being prepared to spend money on things without 
a certain return. If you don’t have enlightened leaders who are prepared to take a chance on 
things, you won’t be able to innovate” 10. 

Head of Regulatory Change, Global Interdealer-Broker  
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Our Philosophy 

Post-trade infrastructure is complex and highly bespoke, as a  
by-product of business model evolution and institutional history –  
it’s ‘too big to fix’ in one step.

· Traditional transformation strategies underestimate this complexity, attempting  
standardised platform solutions to ‘rip-and-replace’ infrastructure in its entirety

· Wholesale digitalisation as a solution becomes challenging, with in-house legacy  
technology needing to be blended with cutting edge vendor solutions

· Programmes typically end in failure or significant cost-overrun, due to mismatch of  
solution approach with strategic objective

· We believe that transformation has to be a staged, multi-phased approach, based  
on key principles:

–  Pragmatic: each step must be achievable by all stakeholders
–  Integrated: IT and Business processes have to be integrated into a single solution
–  Results-Based: tangible programme outcomes to be delivered in each phase
–  Sympathetic: recognises competing interests from different stakeholders

Visit ascendant-strategy.com for further information 
Email us at contact@ascendant-strategy.com

We have extensive experience in delivering impactful,  
transformational outcomes for clients across the capital  
markets spectrum. Talk to us around how we can support  
delivery of your goals, working with a partner you can trust.

Strategic. Evolutionary. Practical.


